Why Sanderson Associates?

Sanderson Associates best value, objective, experienced, quality solutions for all your
highway, transportation and water engineering needs
Supporting you through ALL aspects of access planning
to deliver cost effective solutions to satisfy the planning
requirements for your development to proceed.
From giving an initial view on the site to Planning Appeals
and site supervision during Highway construction works,
Sanderson Associates deliver objective, bespoke advice
to ensure best value for money solutions.
•
Highway Planning Application Advice
•
Highway Expert Witness
•
Transport Assessments
•
Travel Plans
•
Sustainable Transport Schemes
•
Road & Sewer Design
•
Flood Risk Assessments
•
Traffic Signal Design

‘The assistance from Sanderson’s was invaluable in
providing specialist traffic and vehicle management
consultancy services to facilitate this major new
development at our Fire Service headquarters site.’
‘Thank you for your attention to a very small project which
assisted in securing the planning consent applied for.’
More Testimonials can be viewed on our website.

24 Years in business delivering experience and tailored
advice to our Clients needs.
Over 6200 client schemes, with over 96% of our Clients
returning to us with further work on subsequent schemes.
Covering all aspects of our work, since 2009 we achieved
over a 97% success rate on schemes that we have
worked on for our Clients.
Sanderson Associates were awarded the SME Award
in the ‘Construction Sector Network Best Practice
Awards’ - Yorkshire & Humber Construction Awards
2010.

What our Clients say:
‘We have no hesitation in recommending the services of
Sanderson Associates to any third party’
‘Sanderson Associates have been and continue to be an
important team player in our development program and
their work is a necessary part in ensuring that our new
and improved stores are delivered to our deadlines and
cost estimates.’

Sanderson Associates delivers experience and knowledge
from top to bottom – Managing Director Alison France
has over 27 years experience in the industry, supported
by 23 committed technical and support staff all with
specialist knowledge to provide you with the knowledge
and experience to manage your requirements through
the planning process.
Our experienced staff are sourced from Local
Government, Traffic Management, Water Management,
Transportation Planning and Delivery ALL providing you
with the best value advice and planning delivery whatever
your scheme in the UK, Isle of Man and Ireland.

What our Industry says:
‘Sanderson Associates are the leading Independent
Highways Consultant in both Transport Planning and
Planning’ – New Civil Engineers May 2010 Consultants
File.

‘Compliments to Sanderson Associates for their quality
of work and communications during this project’

Sanderson Associates deliver for you and your scheme
offering complete highway planning, transportation,
modelling and flood risk solutions.

‘Sanderson Associates have always answered our
queries quickly with the utmost professionalism. They
have been a massive support for us and we could not
have ever asked for a better service.’

To discuss your requirements please contact us directly on
01924 844080, e-mail us at mail@sandersonassociates.
co.uk or use our secure online request a fee quote form
at our website: www.sandersonassociates.co.uk
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